E cient unbiased data analysis is a major challenge for laboratories handling large cytometry datasets. We present EmbedSOM, a non-linear embedding algorithm based on FlowSOM that improves the analyses by providing high-performance visualization of complex single cell distributions within cellular populations and their transition states. e algorithm is designed for linear scaling and speed suitable for interactive analyses of millions of cells without downsampling. At the same time, the visualization quality is competitive with current stateof-art algorithms. We demonstrate the properties of EmbedSOM on work ows that improve two essential types of analyses: e native ability of EmbedSOM to align population positions in embedding is used for comparative analysis of multi-sample data, and the connection to FlowSOM is exploited for simplifying the supervised hierarchical dissection of cell populations. Additionally, we discuss the visualization of the trajectories between cellular states facilitated by the local linearity of the embedding.
Introduction
e ever-increasing size and dimensionality of data generated by ow and mass cytometry experiments drive interest in simplifying data analysis. Employing the usual repetitive manual gating and exploration techniques is tedious if the sample count is high and becomes imprecise on high complexity data. During the past decade, a multitude of automated analysis methods have been introduced, 20 including various unsupervised clustering and phenotyping algorithms, and embedding methods. Comprehensive reviews of the algorithms are available (Saeys et al., 2016; Weber and Robinson, 2016; Kimball et al., 2018; Konstorum et al., 2018) . e preferred method to display cytometry datasets is embedding, in which 25 cells are arranged into a 2-dimensional picture showing populations of agglomerated cells with similar properties. is provides a straightforward way to inspect the relative population sizes, their contents, and the presence of various features including subpopulations and trajectories of cell development. e performance of available embedding algorithms is constantly being improved. For example, 30 tSNE Van Der Maaten (2014) has formed the basis for faster ASNE and HSNE (Pezzo i et al., 2016) , and was further accelerated using GPU by Chan et al. (2018) and optimized in OptSNE and FItSNE (Belkina et al., 2018; Linderman et al., 2017) . Similarly, the relatively new UMAP speci cally aims to provide be er, faster embedding than tSNE (McInnes and Healy, 2018) . Despite 35 these developments, two key objectives have not been met:
• Time and memory consumption of the embedding algorithm should scale linearly with the number of cells to be able to keep up with the increasing sizes of datasets;
• e algorithm should be able to process the data of volumes common in 40 cytometry quickly, ideally within seconds, to allow interactive data inspection.
We introduce EmbedSOM, a new embedding algorithm that is designed to satisfy these two requirements. e algorithm uses a self-organizing map (SOM) that describes the multidimensional cell space. Existing algorithms successfully 45 use SOMs for clustering this space -for example, FlowSOM (Van Gassen et al., 2015) uses SOM grid vertices as cluster centers to classify the cells into preclusters that are used as a basis for further analysis, such as for aggregating them into metaclusters. EmbedSOM di ers by using the 'residual' spatial information about SOM geometry -the SOM grid approximates a section of a smooth 2manifold embedded in the multidimensional space in a manner such that the cells are uniformly distributed in its neighborhood. EmbedSOM computes the embedding by ing a projection of each cell onto this manifold and transforming the projection coordinates to the 2-dimensional grid-relative coordinates, which are used as the result. e geometric interpretation of the method is similar to elastic 55 maps (Gorban et al., 2001) or simpli ed generative topographic map-like manifold projections (Tino and Nabney, 2002) . e performance-oriented design of EmbedSOM di ers substantially from other commonly used embedding algorithms. Most importantly, the usual timeconsuming iterative optimization of single cell positions is replaced by relatively 60 fast SOM training. Additionally, the separation of the SOM-training stage and single-cell projection stage introduces exibility in manipulation of the intermediate SOM. As we demonstrate, the same SOM can be re-used for embedding cells di erent than those it was originally built for. is allows production of multiple embeddings with aligned cell population positions without any computational 65 overhead, introduction of new cells into the existing embedding, and embedding of non-cellular features present in the multidimensional space (e.g., gates and other informative geometry).
Here, we describe the EmbedSOM algorithm and results of benchmarking it against other embedding algorithms on several datasets. In addition to evaluat-70 ing performance, our benchmark also assessed the relevance of the embedding by relating the result to ground-truth present in manual gating and unsupervised clustering. Additionally, we present two use cases that exploit the properties of EmbedSOM to simplify common analyses of large, high-dimensional, multi-sample datasets. In the rst, the embedding alignment is used to visual-75 ize development of samples over time and rapidly provide a clear view of highdimensional sample di erences. In the second, the information from SOM training is used to augment this view with information from FlowSOM-based automated clustering and statistical analysis, which we use to construct a hierarchical dissection work ow that is similar to manual gating but provides be er preci- 
Results

Implementation
Algorithm implementation consists of the SOM-building stage, which is shared 85 with FlowSOM, and manifold projection stage, which is speci c for EmbedSOM. e CPU-based implementation of EmbedSOM is made available in the EmbedSOM R package, to aid interoperability with FlowSOM and other R-based so ware packages. e embedding algorithm was implemented in C++ for e ciency. As both the SOM-building and projection stages are easily parallelizable, we also im-90 plemented GPU-accelerated versions using Vulkan® API for portability to most GPUs and platforms; the resulting package is called vkEmbedSOM. is accelerated implementation is based on the work of Xiao et al. (2015) , with modi cations to make it suitable for the relatively lower dimensionality (≤ 100) and higher data point (≥ 10 6 ) count of cytometry data.
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Both R packages are available as free so ware at http://bioinfo.uochb. cas.cz/embedsom/, along with documentation and examples of common usecases.
EmbedSOM provides superior embedding speed
e main advantage of EmbedSOM is its computational e ciency. A dataset 100 of common size (approximately 300k cells and 20 markers) can be mapped by the SOM and embedded in less than a minute; the GPU-accelerated versions of the algorithms deliver the same result in seconds. Generally, embedding datasets with more than 10 7 cells and several dozen markers is possible in minutes using common o ce hardware. Moreover, since the major part of the required computation is shared with FlowSOM, EmbedSOM visualization adds only minor computational complexity to work ows that already use FlowSOM.
antitative measurements of the speed advantage on the benchmark computations are displayed in Table 1 . e amount of memory used by EmbedSOM for the computation (excluding the raw loaded cell data) did not increase with the cell count because the algorithm does not need to retain any temporary information for single cells. EmbedSOM itself used less than 50MB of main memory and 30MB of GPU memory in all tests we conducted. UMAP and tSNE used less than 2GB of CPU memory in all cases.
Speed measurements con rmed the expected scaling di erence between UMAP 115 and EmbedSOM (see Figure 1b ). is can be explained by di erences in algorithm design. UMAP and tSNE are very e cient for high-dimensional data with a low datapoint count, because they remove the dimensionality overhead early in the process but require a quadratic amount of computation to optimize the nal data point positions. e performance of both EmbedSOM stages is linear in the num-120 ber of data points, but the dimensionality overhead is present throughout almost the entire computation. EmbedSOM bene ts from this tradeo when applied to high-volume ow and mass cytometry data that are physically limited to dozens of dimensions. Conversely, UMAP remains much faster on high-dimensional, low-volume datasets, such as raw single-cell RNA sequencing data, which must 125 be pre-processed e.g. by linear dimensionality reduction for e cient use with SOM-based algorithms (Duò et al., 2018) .
2.3. EmbedSOM visualization quality is competitive with other algorithms e quality of embedding visualization was measured by relating the contents of k-neighborhoods in the embedding to the ground-truth available from 130 manual gating and FlowSOM-based clustering. k-NN entropies and k-NN purities of the embeddings of benchmark data are shown for the Levine-13 dataset in Figure 1a (see Section 4.2.3 for de nitions of the measures used). All algorithms provided visualizations of comparable quality, and we consider the slight disadvantage of EmbedSOM to be a reasonable tradeo for the performance gain.
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Measurements for other datasets and clustering methods yielded similar results. (Data from all benchmarks are available in section S2). e measured quality di erence between EmbedSOM, UMAP and tSNE, most visible in the more interspersed part of the data, arises from the design of the algorithms. Speci cally, neither UMAP nor tSNE aims to preserve local linearity 140 of the transformation, which allows them to take apart the clusters with noisy data and a ach the residual noise to nearest clusters. is makes the embedding arguably more visually appealing by creating well-de ned, undistorted borders, and at the same time improves the used embedding quality measures by reducing Table S1. the chance of a cell from a di erent population occurring in a k-neighborhood.
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While this separation may be desirable if the embedding is expected to approximate the population boundaries, it may be inappropriate if the population environment is relevant for analysis. For example, tight packing of cells impairs the possibility to observe the natural population density distribution or to lter out noise manually. Additionally, potentially misplaced borders are highly un-150 desirable in many situations, such as analysis of development trajectories. ese di erences can be observed in Figure 1c and in gures in section S2. Despite the apparent noise in Figure 1c , the populations partially distorted by EmbedSOM can be precisely reconstructed from the underlying FlowSOM information, as described in Section 2.5. Conversely, the relevant visual information 155 about the high variance in the population of erythroblasts highly interspersed with myelocytes and megakaryocytes (highlighted in red in Figure 1c , see Table S1 for complete annotation) is observable in neither UMAP nor tSNE embeddings. Additionally, only EmbedSOM shows di erentiation of both naïve and mature CD4 cells to sub-populations based on presence of CD90 marker (high- data by Takeda et al. (2018) , who examined the time course (from day 0 to day 15) expression of cell surface markers CD82, PDGFRα and CD13 in human-induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs). In another example, we applied EmbedSOM to mass cytometry dataset by Aghaeepour et al. (2017) that was obtained from 18 women where the whole-blood samples were collected in 4 time points during 170 and a er pregnancy (early, mid-and late-pregnancy, and 6 weeks postpartum). All samples were measured in unstimulated state as well as stimulated with LPS, IFN-α and IL-2+IL-6, total 33 markers were used to study immune system function and regulation.
e EmbedSOM work ow used to generate the images enables a massive 175 performance gain when processing a high volume of samples. is gain stems from the fact that the training of the SOM, which is the most computationally intensive part of the work ow, is run only once. A er the SOM is built, any number of additional samples and cells can be embedded in time linear with the cell count.
cardiomyocyte-fated progenitors in the original paper, appears at day 5 (circled in red). UMAP embedding of the iPSC dataset is provided for comparison of the di erentiation trajectory shapes. Visual comparison in the Pregnancy dataset is complicated by the high sample count and high variability in population distribution. To alleviate this prob-195 lem, we ran statistical hypothesis testing on the contents of pre-clusters and metaclusters created by FlowSOM, and highlighted the statistically signi cant changes in the embedding. Similar bulk visualization of the cluster di erences has been applied in other algorithms, such as di cyt in cell populations of CD4 and CD8 T cells, which move to corresponding STAT5 + regions, and in populations of neutrophils and monocytes, which, depending on the stimulation, move accordingly to MARKAPK2 + or STAT3 + regions.
Fast embedding improves supervised gating analysis
Embedding can be integrated with the FlowSOM work ow. EmbedSOM pro- Fig. 1 (ii) and 2). At the same time, the cells are distributed in a way that retains the topology and variance in the sample, which makes the EmbedSOM 225 output locally similar to the view of populations in the usual dot plots. We exploited the correspondence between FlowSOM and embedding output to connect the supervised gating process with the FlowSOM capabilities. Instead of separating cell populations with a manually drawn line, we let the user select cells in groups de ned by FlowSOM metaclusters or pre-clusters. e result 230 is both more natural to scientists who select the cells from the usual dot-plot view, and less prone to errors since human choice is restricted to a discrete and reproducible selection of clusters that have previously been proven to capture the respective cell populations very precisely (Weber and Robinson, 2016) . A er the user makes the selection, the dissection process continues hierarchically by re-embedding the selected subset of cells (i.e., 'zooming' as seen in HSNE (Unen et al., 2017) ). We demonstrated the application of this work ow on experimental screening for di erences between a newly generated transgenic mouse model and the respective wild-type. All samples (n = 14) from a 10-dimensional dataset were aggregated and subjected to the semi-automatic work ow described in Section 4.2.4. e total runtime for all 5.5 × 10 6 cells was less than 3 minutes. From the rst stage of the work ow, we received an intelligible embedding of all aggregated cells in less than 2 minutes. As the demonstration experiment was primarily aimed at screening of possible alterations in the CD4 + T cell compart-245 ment, we used the resulting marker expression plots to choose the corresponding FlowSOM metacluster (the choice is highlighted in Figure 3a ) and re-embedded the cell sub-population. e updated embedding (seen in Figure 3b , computed in less than 15 seconds) showed the assorted CD4 T cells, mainly the e ector and resting subpopulations of both elpers and Tregs. To simplify the screen-250 ing process, the work ow then ran the bulk statistical testing of the di erences in metacluster contents in wild-type vs. transgenic mice, and used the resulting p-values for coloring each metacluster in the embedding (Figure 3c ) to provide the signi cance plot. e nal signi cance plot provided clear information regarding the relative di erences in population size, which we used to guide a more exact analysis. In this speci c case, a er observing the p-values in the Treg population, we selected the appropriate metaclusters with all Tregs and repeated the hypothesis testing for the contained cells, which con rmed the hypothesis that Tregs abundance in the transgenic group is greater with p = 0.04.
is reproduced the result 260 obtained by manual analysis ( Figure S1 ) in a fraction of the time.
Discussion
EmbedSOM alleviates the long-standing unavailability of fast, scalable nonlinear embedding algorithm for single-cell cytometry data. In its current version, it extends the usefulness of commonly available hardware for running analyses 265 and producing visualizations of high-volume datasets. Here, we draw a ention to some unanswered questions and possible directions for future research.
Benchmarking methodology
Currently, there is no single accepted methodology for benchmarking the quality of embedding algorithms. In this work, we chose the benchmark mea-270 sure of k-NN population label entropies and purities (see Section 4.2.3 for definition) over the more common measure of Kullback-Leiber (KL) divergence of distance distribution and various measures derived from similarity between kneighborhoods of a datapoint in high-dimensional vs. embedding space, used e.g. by Becht et al. (2018) . Alternative measures include e.g. the NPE and residual 275 variance used by Konstorum et al. (2018) .
We made this choice due to our focus on high-throughput cytometry data, for which neither the KL divergence minimization nor k-neighborhood preservation is the primary desired feature. Cells typically form relatively dense populations of a single cell type, the inner structure of which is either absent or biologically 280 irrelevant (speci cally, cells with a 0.1% di erence in marker expression are usually considered the same). erefore, algorithms should aim to separate the cells that are expected to belong to di erent populations, which is described by our k-NN measures, rather than a empt to preserve the irrelevant inner structure and exact global distances of such populations, which is required to produce a 285 high similarity of k-neighborhoods and low KL divergence.
Even though the perception of 2-dimensional depiction and separation of individual populations is highly subjective, we believe that the similarity of Em-bedSOM embeddings to the usual dot-plot projections used for manual gating will simplify interpretation of the results by scientists. 
Population alignment
Although the idea of aligning populations in the embedding presented in Section 2.4 is not new, the two-stage design of EmbedSOM allows this alignment to be produced without algorithm modi cation or additional computational overhead. However, this works only if the same SOM is used for embedding of the 295 subsequently added samples. Naïve re-training of the SOM is a pseudorandom process that is not guaranteed to produce the same result even on very similar data, which breaks the alignment in the case of any SOM updates. Despite this, much of the perceived non-determinism caused by SOM re-training can be removed by careful initialization, or by adding a bias that forces user-selected 300 cell populations to favor user-selected SOM grid nodes (see Astudillo and Oommen (2014) for survey of relevant methods). Application of such techniques to cytometry work ows is a topic for future research.
Trajectories and noise
e smoothness and local linearity of the EmbedSOM projection are valu-305 able aids in visualizing transitions between di erent cell populations and their states. As discussed in Section 2.3, this comes as a tradeo -the embedding is unable to completely separate cell populations from surrounding noise and debris if these are not separable in high-dimensional space, but the same property causes it never to disrupt prolonged populations and cell development trajecto-310 ries -a prominent example can be seen in the connection between CD4 + CD8and double-positive CD4 + CD8 + T cells in Figure 3a . At the same time, local linearity improves the depiction of cell densities (Figure 1c ) that can be used as a guide for distinguishing populations and trajectories of interest from noise. Computational identi cation of such phenomena is a topic of recent research (Saelens 315 et al., 2018; Wolf et al., 2018) that has already shown interesting results (Li et al., 2018) . In the future, we aim to exploit the extra information available from Em-bedSOM computation, such as the manifold projection distance, to improve the speed and precision of this process. draw gates, which is especially convenient if applied to multiple samples at once and connected with automated analysis of their properties. For instance, the sig-325 ni cance plots (Figure 3c ) provide a compound view of data from many samples aggregated in an easy-to-inspect image of relevant statistical information, which can quickly guide the supervised analysis to the most interesting parts of the data. A similar presentation of the sample statistics has already been proposed in di cyt and successfully used for prediction of responses 330 to immunotherapy (Krieg et al., 2018) .
Augmented dissection of cell populations
In the near future, we plan to release a graphical, user-friendly so ware for executing this work ow.
Experimental procedures and methods
Data and so ware availability 335
EmbedSOM is available from https://bioinfo.uochb.cas.cz/embedsom. Repositories with source code are hosted by GitHub. e benchmarking data were selected from public-domain datasets that previously have been used for benchmarking other algorithms. e two datasets used for visualization of sample di erences (iPSC and Pregnancy) were selected 340 based on the availability of time-series and multi-sample data. A summary of all datasets used in this work is provided in Table 2 . e datasets were pre-processed as in the corresponding original articles. For the analysis of embedding quality, we reused the cell labels provided in the Levine and Samusik datasets. To compare the embedding against the results 345 of unsupervised analysis, we used FlowSOM to generate the same number of metaclusters as of manually gated populations. e benchmark of performance scaling was run on cells and markers that were sampled randomly from the Pregnancy dataset. For demonstration of the augmented hierarchical dissection technique in Sec-350 tion 2.5, we used original, locally generated data from transgenic mouse spleens. A detailed description of the experiment and methods is available in section S1.
4.2. Method Details 4.2.1. Embedding algorithm e task of the cell-projection stage of EmbedSOM is to nd approximate po-355 sitions of the projections of each cell onto the manifold that is implicitly de ned by the SOM that was computed in the rst stage of the algorithm (e.g., using FlowSOM). e projection process is separate for each cell, and depends on the set G of the positions of SOM grid vertices and several tunable parameters (described below). e following description is illustrated in Figure 4 .
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To embed the cell at position c, we rst order the elements of G by their distance to c. Distance to the n-th closest element of G is used as σ of the Gaussian probability distribution centered at c; all elements of g i ∈ G are then assigned conditional probabilities p i of the event that they would be selected from this distribution under the assumption that only the elements of G were selected (this 365 usage of n is somewhat inspired by the perplexity parameter of tSNE). Next, a set G × G of elements g ij is constructed with probabilities p ij that both g i and g j would be selected from this distribution at the same time.
At this point, each g ij corresponds to a pair of vertices of the SOM grid, which together de ne a line. We orthogonally project c to each such line in multidimen-sional space, and obtain relative distances of the projected point proj ij (c) to each
Distances d ij are used to reconstruct the embedded cell position c in 2dimensional space. We set the embedded grid coordinates g i so that if g i was on x-th row and y-th column of the grid, the position of g i is exactly (x, y). We de-375 ne the embedded lines g ij and distances d ij accordingly for c . Finally, we aim to position c so that d ij and d ij are as similar as possible for all i, j, which is accomplished by algebraically nding minimum of polynomial p ij g i − g j −a (d ij − d ij ) 2 . Because d ij is linear in c , the solution is obtained as in the least-squares method. In the formula, the weights p ij provide non-linearity, and the parameter 380 a is used to lower the in uence of non-local information on the approximation.
As an optimization, we reduce the amount of computation required for each cell from the original O(|G| 2 ) by truncating G to k elements that are nearest to c, which has negligible impact if only elements with low p i are removed. Using this method, the total time required for embedding a set C of cells is at most 385 O(|C| · |G| · k 2 ).
Algorithm parameter selection
e major parameters of EmbedSOM include the SOM-training se ings (shared with FlowSOM) and projection parameters n, k, a. Correct setup of the SOM training has been previously discussed by Van Gassen et al. (2015) , who recom-390 mend training 10×10 SOM. We recommend using a slightly larger SOM size to provide a smoother manifold for the projection approximation. Accordingly, we used 24×24 as a default throughout this work. In our experience, projection parameter values of n ∈ [5, 30], k ∈ [2n, 5n] and a ∈ [0, 3] provided good results, and se ing n = 15, k = 40, a = 1 was a good default for all data we tested.
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Visual di erences between various parameter se ings are shown in Figure S5 . e granularity of cell populations correctly embedded by EmbedSOM, unlike tSNE and UMAP, is limited by the size of the underlying SOM. In our experience, good embedding of a population requires that at least three SOM grid vertices be mapped to it. Hypothetical samples that contain 100, 1,000 and 10,000 400 di erent cell populations would thus require SOMs of at least 18×18, 55×55 and 174×174 vertices, respectively. Higher number of vertices would negatively impact EmbedSOM performance, because both algorithm stages scale linearly with the number of SOM vertices. Nevertheless, typical cytometry data do not contain such quantities of small populations, and more than 40×40 vertices (approxi-405 mately 2.8× slower than the recommended 24×24) was not required on any data we tested.
Benchmark setup
To obtain a metric of the embedding quality, we measured how the layout of the cells in the embedding compares to the 'ground truth' classi cation of 410 the cell populations. In the benchmark, the ground truth was obtained either from manual gating or unsupervised clustering. For comparison, we measured the entropy and purity of the cell population labels (i.e. cluster numbers) in the k-nearest neighborhoods of the embedded cells.
First, the data from each dataset were embedded by tSNE, UMAP and Embed-415 SOM, using information from all relevant markers. To compare with a linearitypreserving method, we also calculated 2-dimensional PCA projections. We de ned k-NN entropy as the standard information entropy of the population label values in a k-neighborhood, and k-NN purity as a probability that a random cell selected from a k-neighborhood belongs to the same population 420 as the neighborhood center. ese measures implicitly capture the amount of high-entropy noise and number of the misplaced cells in the embedding. Both measures were calculated for all neighborhoods of size k = 100 in a sample of 10,000 cells from each embedding. Individual values for the cell neighborhoods were plo ed as reliability distributions to aid comparison. 425 e benchmarking computations were also used to collect speed measurements from all algorithms. Data were collected on an Intel® Core™ i7-4790K CPU@4.00GHz and nVidia® GeForce® GTX 1060 GPU. UMAP implementation from Python package umap-learn version 0.3.2 and tSNE implementation from R package Rtsne version 0.13 were used with default parameters: UMAP was run 430 with n neigbors=15, min dist=0.1, n components=2 with 200 epochs and Euclidean metric. RtSNE was run with perplexity set to 30, θ = 0.5, η = 200, on 1000 iterations with momentum scaling from 0.5 to 0.8. Unless noted otherwise, we used 24×24 grids to build the SOM; other EmbedSOM parameters were le at default values. 
Use-case work ows
Embeddings with population alignment in Section 2.4 were produced by reusing the same trained SOM for multiple datasets. First, we aggregated all data to a single sample that was used to train the SOM, which was in turn used to embed the separate samples by EmbedSOM. UMAP was run on the aggregate sample, 440 and the cells were then separated into a distinct plot for each input sample.
To generate signi cance plots (as seen in Figure 2b, Figure 3c ), cell counts in the metaclusters in all samples (or, alternatively, FlowSOM pre-clusters) were normalized as percentages of the entire displayed population. e percentages were grouped according to the experiment (e.g. wild-type vs. transgenic sam-445 ples) and both groups were subjected to two one-sided Mann-Whitney tests (R function wilcox.test) to test the hypotheses of lower and higher relative cell abundance in the sample groups. e resulting pairs of p-values were used for color-labeling of the corresponding clusters in the plot.
Manual data analysis used in Section 2.5 was performed using FlowJo soware (Tree Star). e full gating strategy can be viewed in Figure S1 . For EmbedSOM-based analysis, we rst created a 20×20 SOM on a sample from all aggregated cells, embedded it to plot the marker expressions, and computed FlowSOM metaclustering with k = 10 to provide the clusters for user-based selection. At this point, the user examined the resulting plots and selected meta-455 cluster numbers for further exploration. e same analysis was then repeated for the selected cell subset, using a 16×16 SOM.
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